




Happily Ever After 
 

hen I was a child, some of my best friends were Victorians.  Granted, I didn’t really think of them that 
way—I just looked forward to coming home from school and spending time with buddies like Sara Crewe 
of A Little Princess, or Heidi, or Mary and Colin and Dickon from The Secret Garden, or the Bastables of 

E. Nesbit. Even Dorothy of Oz and Tom Sawyer qualify, technically, as Victorians.  
 Flashing forward to a point in my childhood’s future (though still more than 20 years in my past!), I can’t 
help but recall (reluctantly) a book that holds the distinction of being the book I most sincerely wish I had never 
read.  It was billed as a “sequel” to The Secret Garden. The cover had a lovely picture of flowers and reviews 
declaring the work to be “charming” and “delightful.”  A more accurate adjective would have been “icky.” 
 I won’t go into details.  Suffice it to say that all the characters would have benefited from a massive dose of 
therapy—though I suspect the author might have benefitted even more. She seemed compelled to point out that, 
regardless of the progress made by the characters in the original novel, what lay ahead of them would literally 
shoot it all to heck.  Because, of course, what lay ahead of a turn-of-the-century child was... World War I.  
 This comes to mind now because I’ve just come across another book in a similar vein.  This one takes E. 
Nesbit’s children from Five Children and It, and, through various convoluted methods, shows what will happen to 
them when  they run smack dab into World War I.   
 Wow.  Is it possible that living happily ever after is... gasp... a myth?  Were Victorian authors truly so naïve 
as to imagine that everything was going to end well for our favorite characters, after we’d turned the last page on 
their “official” biographies?  The tone of these “sequels” implies just that. 
 Well, here’s the thing.  Everyone dies, eventually.  No matter how wonderful life is for Sara Crewe after she’s 
rescued from her dismal garret, eventually she’s going to get old.  It’s certainly possible that, after spending most 
of her life in the fog and smoke of London, she dies of tuberculosis by 65. Perhaps Oswald Bastable, whom you 
met in our March 2017 issue, dies in a car smash-up; he’s the sort of boy who would love fast cars. Perhaps 
Dickon never reaches adulthood at all, having been bitten by a rabid fox on the moor. If so, I don’t want to know. 
 Except... wait... that’s real life.  In real life, we don’t reach “the end” until we literally reach the end.  But the 
wonderful thing about fictional characters is that they do, literally, live forever.  My grandmother, and probably 
my great-grandmother, read A Little Princess. My mother read it. I read it. I’ve passed a copy to my niece, and I 
hope she’ll pass it on to her own children one day. And through, by that time, nearly two centuries, Sara will 
never change. She won’t die a horrible death. Dickon won’t be drafted. Heidi won’t fall off an Alp. We won’t live 
forever—but because they will, our lives and our children’s and grandchildren’s lives will the better for it. 
 I can’t help but wonder what these authors are actually trying to kill. Is it merely a fictional character, or is it 
an idea? Is it the notion of hope, redemption, and triumph over adversity that troubles these writers? Are these 
elements lacking in the writers’ own lives, so that they feel they must shatter our illusions by pointing out that 
“happily ever after” doesn’t really exist?  We know that!  That’s why we read fiction! 
 Conversely, were Victorian authors truly as naïve as their modern sequelizers imply?  Was it foolish of them 
to “imagine” that their characters would not endure further horrors in life? I suspect that it is, in fact, today’s 
authors who are naïve, for I doubt they can truly imagine the horrors Victorian authors were aware of. The 
children in Victorian novels weren’t blithe innocents, unaware of the evils of life. They were survivors of a world 
that was brutal to children. Child mortality rates were astronomical. Victorian stories and poetry are filled with the 
reality of dead children—and dead parents.  The fact that all the children I mention in the first paragraph are 
lacking at least one, if not both, parents wasn’t an unusual characteristic in Victorian days; it was commonplace. 
 Victorian writers understood quite well the reality that surrounded their characters. So they wrote of children 
who managed to survive and “beat the odds.” No, they probably never foresaw something as horrendous as World 
War I—but if they could have foreseen it, I doubt it would have changed the outcome of their books.  For those 
children, life freezes when the book ends—and for us, they live forever.  That’s how it should be. 
 Today, when we write novels of our own, we can’t foresee what lies in our future, or the future of our 
characters.  It may be horrendous.  Authors of the 22nd century may look back on our “happily ever afters” and 
shake their heads, thinking “how naïve” and “if they only knew...”  But sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof... 
so thank goodness we don’t! 

—Moira Allen, Editor 
editors@victorianvoices.net 
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